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Mrvr L. Wolff 
Co/ Jacoby 
Amsterdam – 2 
Grevelingenstr – 6 I 
 
Mrv. R. Wolff 
Kamen Z 
Werkkamp Gijsselte 
? Hoogeveen 
(Drenthe) 
------------------------------------------------------ 
My dear [Frante]! 
 
My little “surprise” 1   
 
“Work-?” 2 on/to you! 
 
A sign in Th.. from Th…  
 
Kind regards, 
Your Roderich 
 
                                                          
1  the word Verrassing is Dutch and in quotes, while the rest is German 
2  Werkverruinung - this work may be Dutch or even a combination of German  
